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15.8%

Increase in the
average hourly
wage in non–
“right to work”
states compared
with “right to
work” states

$1,501

Additional
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union or not,
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10 percent

2M
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3.8M
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“The
national
teachers’
union.”
Chris Christie,
New Jersey
governor and
Republican
presidential
candidate, when
asked at a recent
GOP debate who
“deserves a punch
in the face.”

of billionaire donors, who fund the super PACs propping
up their campaigns. Ever since the Supreme Court ruled
that money equals speech, the cost of our elections has
exploded, making it harder for ordinary Americans to
have a say in the political process. State-by-state assaults
on organized labor and voting rights have further undermined the collective power of the middle class and made
a mockery of the right to free expression. At the same
time, with the corporate media setting the parameters
of debate and drowning out independent voices, dissenting opinions often do not get the public hearing they
deserve. The result is that freedom of speech applies to a
privileged few more than everyone else.
In 1941, Roosevelt spoke with clarity about the
serious threats to America “from without.” Today, we
are facing a different kind of danger from within. On
the 75th anniversary of Roosevelt’s “Four Freedoms”
speech, we need to rededicate ourselves to defending the
core freedoms that have animated our nation at its best.
In 2016, we are not just choosing a president. We are
n
choosing the kind of country we want to be.

The Friedrichs Threat

O

The Supreme Court revisits public-sector unions.

n January 11, the Supreme Court will hear
argument on Friedrichs v. California Teachers
Association, a full-bore attack on publicsector unions. The lead Friedrichs plaintiffs,
a group of fiercely anti-union California
public-school teachers, seek to reverse Abood v. Detroit
Board of Education (1977) on First Amendment grounds.
Abood has provided the bedrock constitutional analysis
and recommended administrative structure for publicsector unionism for nearly 40 years. Its reversal would
trigger an earthquake in American labor relations. The
legal foundations of thousands of public-sector bargaining agreements, covering millions of workers providing
all manner of public services, will disappear. The
whole of American public employment, at all levels
of government, will become a “right to work” (i.e.,
right not to pay for service) killing field for unions.
The Court has revisited Abood six times since
its first announcement, most recently in last year’s
Harris v. Quinn. Strong majorities on the Court
have reaffirmed the ruling—five times unanimously—in
all of those cases. Every member of the present Court has
either authored or joined in at least one of those reaffirmations. But back in Harris, Justice Samuel Alito effectively
invited the current challenge: He spent nearly half of his
lead opinion attacking Abood on First Amendment grounds
before getting to the Court’s decision that it didn’t cover
the state-supported homecare workers at issue there.
The right answered this invitation immediately. Friedrichs was thrown together by a variety of business-backed
anti-union advocacy groups led by the hard-right Center
for Individual Rights. The suit raced through the District
Court and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals without
full evidence or oral argument. (Both courts dismissed it.)
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With obvious confidence that they would soon be moving
up the judicial chain, the Friedrichs lawyers actually asked
for this unusual process. And sure enough, despite unanimity among the Circuit Courts against their position,
they gained review by the Supreme Court on their first try.
There’s an unpleasant, piscine smell to all of this.
Two considerations are important to understanding
the substance of Friedrichs. The first is that the First
Amendment prohibits “compelled” political speech.
This means the government cannot make you pay for
advocacy you disagree with. The second is that American
labor law requires that any union certified as the exclusive bargaining representative of a group of workers must
equally represent and service all of those workers—duespaying union members and non-paying nonmembers
alike. This immediately creates a free-rider problem for
unions that, left unattended, will kill their capacity. Why
pay for something when you can get its services for free?
Abood mitigated this free-rider problem for publicsector workers while respecting the constraints that the
First Amendment places on their government employer.
Noting the public and employer interest in labor stability, the Court found it reasonable for a public-sector
union shop to charge nonmembers the equivalent of
union dues—called an “agency fee” or “fair-share fee”—
for its services. But it restricted the immediately enforceable portion of that fee to union costs in negotiation
and administration of the relevant collective-bargaining
agreement, and required unions to give nonmembers a
convenient way to opt out of paying for all other union
activities, which typically include public advocacy.
The Friedrichs plaintiffs deplore this reconciliation of
First Amendment strictures and the practical requirements of union maintenance. For them, all speech in
the public sector—even speech only about the mundane
practicalities of collective-bargaining agreements—is
political, simply because of where it happens. None of it
can be compelled—meaning no payment for union service can be required of anyone. They also assert that the
opt-out provision is insufficient to protect workers from
supporting speech they disagree with.
But the plaintiffs’ argument is almost entirely detached from actual fact. They make no effort to show any
harm to them caused by union bargaining or administrative activity, or any actual failure of the opt-out provision
to protect nonmember autonomy. For all their outrage,
this is very thin gruel. By conventional Court standards
of review, it fails. Indeed, it offers literally nothing new
to think about at all.
So why did the Court even take Friedrichs for review,
and what will it do? Nobody really knows. One speculation
is that the Court, tired of the endless attacks on Abood and
the misinterpretation of its own views, has taken Friedrichs
only to put itself on record in dismissing its arguments
as jejune and wrong, not to mention cynical and malign.
Another is that the Court’s conservative majority agrees
with much of what the Friedrichs plaintiffs say, but prefers
a more decorous and incremental approach to destroying
public-sector unions, perhaps by replacing the current
(continued on page 6)
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he occupiers of Oregon’s
Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge are demanding that the federal government
abandon one of the most precious spaces in America. The
Bundy boys want the refuge
“shut down forever,” proposing
that wildlife refuges be relinquished to ranchers and miners
for exploitation of the land.
Condemnations of federal
land management have long
been voiced not just by the
extreme right but by conservative politicians and media
outlets that object both to land
management policies and to
serious protection of wetlands
and wildlife. They are not merely
attacking current practices.
They are attacking a century of
federal policy that is rooted in
what was once a Republican-led
commitment to conservation.
“Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge was established in 1908
by President Theodore Roosevelt
to protect the vast populations
of waterbirds that were being
decimated by wanton killing by
the plume trade,” Bob Sallinger
of the Audubon Society of Portland said in a statement. “It is
one of the crown jewels of the
National Wildlife Refuge System
and belongs to all Americans.”
This is not just a local fight,
and this is not just a struggle of
the moment. This is an assault on
the very idea that the people of
the United States might protect
and preserve pristine areas.

—John Nichols

the militants to stand off against—no police or
federal agents apparent anywhere on the 30-mile
stretch between the refuge and the town of Burns,
population 2,800.
Nobody is totally sure what they’re doing out
there, not the journalists or the locals or even some
of the militants, who ostensibly came to defend
Dwight and Steve Hammond, a father and son
who were indicted for arson in 2010 for two fires
set on government land in 2001 and 2006, and
sentenced under a federal antiterrorism statute carrying a five-year mandatory minimum. But Dwight
and Steve served only three months and one year,
respectively, because the judge felt a longer term
“would shock the conscience.” After they’d finished their prison time and gone back to ranching,
The Bundy brothers’ crusade finds few friends. the US Attorney in Oregon challenged the judge’s
order, which was then overturned. The Ham
Burns, Oregon monds faced a second sentencing and reported to
tretching across 188,000 acres of prison on the third day of the Malheur occupation.
scrubland in southeastern Oregon,
The impression of double jeopardy has upset
the Malheur National Wildlife Ref- many in Burns. But neither the Hammonds nor
uge is home to more than 320 bird their allies in town asked for Bundy’s occupation in
species and, as of press time, an their name. According to the local sheriff, Bundy
armed group of self-styled militiamen. The men and company are there instead “to overthrow the
took over the refuge’s headquarters on January 2 county and federal government in hopes to spark a
to protest the arrest of two local ranchers and the movement across the United States.” This “movetyranny of the federal government. An Arizona ment” isn’t new: Bundy is escalating a decades-long
cattleman named LaVoy Finicum told me that conflict over public lands in the West—a struggle
he and his fellow militants were greetthat spans the Sagebrush Rebellion in
ed on arrival by a bald eagle, which
the late 1970s and recent standoffs at
“What they
spread its wings and took off
mines in Oregon and Montana.
did was not
from a fence post, indubitably
Few of the people who joined
a herald of American freedom.
Bundy at a rally in support of the
on the upThere were few birds,
Hammonds on January 2 had any idea
and-up.”
certainly no eagles, soaring
he was planning to lead an armed
above the compound the next
insurrection. Even members of
day—just a flock of journalists
other right-wing militia groups who
hanging around the entrance of the
marched alongside Bundy have disoccupied area, stamping their feet in the snow. A tanced themselves. “What they did was not on the
few other men sat in pickups or stood around a up-and-up, you know, and the community felt that
fire that gave off more smoke than heat. Now and they were not let in on the whole story,” said Mitch
then a figure could be seen up in a watchtower Siegner, a local rancher who came out to the wildoverlooking the compound.
life refuge to see for himself what was going on.
Many of the men are veterans of the 2014 clash Though Siegner said he had a good relationship
between federal agents and Nevada rancher Cliven with employees from the Bureau of Land ManageBundy, whose son, Ammon, is running the show at ment (BLM), he had little good to say about the
Malheur. Ammon Bundy initially claimed to have federal government. Neither did Duane Freilino,
as many as 100 supporters at the bird sanctuary. who works as a hunting guide in the area and said
His brother, Ryan Bundy, said they were “willing he was friendly with the Hammonds. “It’s good to
to kill and be killed if necessary.” A former Marine bring up the conversation, but I wish it could have
named Jon Ritzheimer recorded something of a been brought up differently,” Freilino said, because
martyrdom video in his truck, in which he tear- of “the position that it puts the locals in.”
fully addressed his family and announced that he
In Burns, the courthouse and the offices of the
“want[s] to die a free man.”
Forest Service and the BLM are shuttered. The
A tour of the compound suggested a much schools are closed for the entire week due to fears
smaller force, made up of gruff militiamen and of violence, forcing some parents to stay home
amiable ranchers from out of town with pocket from work. One woman, who identified herself
Constitutions and “the God thread running hard only as Jen, brought her sons out to Malheur on
through them,” as one put it. Though the media Monday to see what had prompted the school
reported a “standoff,” there was nobody there for closures. She said that the families of some local
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(continued from page 4)
opt-out regime with a more demanding path to
nonmember money for their work. A third is that
the Court is ready to start the earthquake. That
would obviously contradict what it has said before
about Abood. But it would be perfectly consistent
with the respect for business and the contempt for
unions that the Court has shown elsewhere.
Reason and precedent, as well as a decent respect
for working people, command the first course. The
Court should follow it and forcefully reject the
n
Friedrichs appeal. 
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